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Let g be a rotation of a sphere &-r of odd dimension 33, such that, 
for some integer p 3 3, gp is the identity, while g” has no fix points for 
0 < K < p. Identification of the points of S,,-, under the action of g 
produces the lens space L,,-,(g). Since the betti numbers of L,,-,(g) 
do not depend on the rotation g, the lens spaces make good examples in 
studying the topologic classification of manifolds. 
The classification of lens spaces was accomplished in 1935 ([2]) by 
the introduction of the Reidemeister torsion. Roughly speaking, the 
torsion of a complex K is obtained by embedding K as a fundamental 
domain in the universal covering complex R. The boundary in K of 
a cell e of K is then given by a combination of translates ge’ of cells of K 
by deck transformations. Thinking of the cells of K as a preferred base, 
this gives rise to a boundary matrix whose entries lie in the group ring 
of the fundamental group G. 
Each homomorphism of the group G into the complex numbers of 
modulus one transforms the boundary matrix into a complex matrix. 
One then looks for invariants of these boundary matrices under sub- 
division and under transformation by topologically permissible change of 
base. Franz ([2]) f ound that there was just one invariant, the torsion, 
besides the betti numbers. He used the torsion to prove that two lens 
spaces which are combinatorially equivalent are actually isometric, so 
that the rotations defining them are conjugate. 
The torsion is defined by a formula involving certain determinants 
constructed from the boundary matrices. In view of de Rham’s theorem 
relating the combinatorial cohomology of a closed oriented manifold to 
the cohomology of differential forms, the question arises of whether there 
is an analogous formula involving the exterior differential for forms. 
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In [6], I. M. Singer and the present author have suggested such a formula, 
in terms of the zeta function associated with the Laplacian in some 
Riemannian metric on the manifold, and have proved that this analytic 
torsion is independent of the choice of metric. 
This paper contains a computation of the analytic formula for the lens 
spaces, showing that it does indeed express the torsion in this case. 
Section 1 gives a brief description of Reidemeister torsion, mainly to 
motivate section 2, in which the formula of [6] for the analytic torsion is 
presented. Section 3 contains a computation of the spectrum of the 
Laplacian, and section 4 the computation of the analytic torsion for the 
lens space. Some relations between the analytic formula and torsion in 
the general case are given in [6]. 
1. THE REIDEMEISTER TORSION OF A CELL COMPLEX 
In order to set the stage for the analytic formula, we will briefly give 
a definition of the Reidemeister torsion of a finite cell complex K. For a 
more extensive description, see [5] or [7]. 
Suppose the fundamental group G of K has finite order p. Think of K 
imbedded as a fundamental domain in the universal covering complex a, 
and of G as the group of deck transformations of R. The collection of 
translates under G of cells of K, {ge : g E G, e E K}, is just the collection 
of cells of R. Since the boundary operator 8 in R commutes with the 
group action, it is determined by its action on the cells e of K. But the 
boundary in &.Y of a cell e of K is not in general contained in K, but 
rather will be a combination of cells of K with coefficients in the integral 
group ring of G. 
To make this more precise, let C(R) = C C, be the chain group over 
$Z with complex coefficients. C has a preferred base consisting of the 
cells of R; relative to this, the boundary operator is a matrix with 
integer entries. According to the above, we may write each chain c of C 
as 
c = C C c(e,g)ge. 
eaKwG 
This representation makes the chain group a free module C, over the 
complex group algebra of G. C, has a preferred base consisting of the 
cells e of K, and the boundary operator is a matrix with entries in the 
group ring of G. We distinguish between C and C, since the latter is 
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used in the usual definitions of torsion, while the former is a more natural 
representation when one looks for an analytic formula for torsion. 
Let w be a homomorphism of G into the complex numbers of modulus 
one. w yields a homomorphism of C, onto a chain complex 
C(w) = c c&A. C(w) g a ain has the preferred base consisting of the 
cells of K, and the boundary operator is a complex matrix. C(w) can 
also be represented as the subgroup of C(R) of chains c satisfying 
under the isomorphism which sends the cell e of K into the chain 
l’ ssG 
of C(R). 
Consider lens spaces as an example. In euclidean 2N-space, take 
complex coordinates xk = xZk-i + ixZk , k = l,..., N, diagonalizing the 
rotation g which generates the fundamental group, so that 
&, ,***> ZN) = (w% ,***9 %4, 
with wlc a root of 1, 1 < k < N. Sinceg” has no fix points for 0 < m < p 
and gp = 1, each wx- is a primitive p-th root of 1: 
wk = pw, (Vk ,P> = 1, 1 <k<N. 
Define cells e, , 0 < q < 2N - 1, in S,,-, by 
e 2k--1 = /z E S2,-1 : zk+l = **. = xN = 0,O < arg xL <$ , 
I 
e2k-2 = {z E S,,-, : zk+l = -a- = zN = 0, arg zlc = 01. 
Since the union of these cells is a fundamental domain in SsN-r for the 
lens space, the chain complex with operators C, has just one base element 
ep in each dimension. With a suitable orientation, the boundary operator 
is given by 
ae2k-l = (g”” - l) e2k-2 , l<k,<N, 
where lkvx- = 1 (modp). 
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Call o the homomorphism of G which takes g into the p-th root w of 
one. If w # 1, then in C(U) 
ae2,-, = (wzK. - 1) e2k-2 , 1 <k<N, 
ae,, = 0. 
Note that the homology of C(w) is trivial. 
The torsion compares the action of the boundary operator in C(o) 
in even and odd dimensions as follows. The cells e2k--2 of even dimension 
are boundaries of the chains (irk - 1)-l e21i--1 . Since these chains span 
the odd dimension groups, we can compare them to the preferred base 
elements eak-i . The change in volume in C C,,+,(,) is 
j$ (fJJZ~ - 1)-l. 
In the general case, the change in volume is defined as follows. Suppose 
that the homology of C(U) is trivial. Let B,(w) = X,+,(w) be the space 
of boundaries in each dimension, and pick a base arbitrarily for each 
B&W). For each base element b of BqP1(m), pick a chain a in C,(w) with 
&z = b. The chains (a, b) so chosen form a base for C,(U). Let D&w) 
be the determinant of the change to this base from the preferred base (e) 
in C,(w). D&w) is independent of the choice of the representatives a 
whose boundaries span B,-,(w), but of course depends on the choice of 
the bases of B, . However, the product 
d,(K) = fi (D*(w))(-l)a+’ 
0 
is independent of this choice of base. 
We have made some other arbitrary choices, such as the imbedding of 
K as a fundamental domain in l? and the orientation of K. The effect of 
altering these choices is to change the sign of d,(K) or multiply it by a 
p-th root of one. In particular 
Tw(W = 1% I 4(W 
depends only on the complex K and the representation w. 
The complex function d,(K) of the representation w, taken modulo 
change of sign and multiplication by a p-th root of one, is the 
Reidemeister torsion of the complex K. Franz [2] showed that the torsion 
is invariant under subdivision. For the lens spaces, and of course in 
much greater generality, the torsion depends only on the manifold and is 
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invariant under diffeomorphism. Finally, Milnor [4] showed that the 
torsion of a closed oriented manifold is equivalent to a positive real 
number. Hence in particular for the lens space&,-,(g), the real function 
(1) 
determines the Reidemeister torsion. 
2. A FORMULA INVOLVING THE LAPLACIAN ON MANIFOLDS 
Let M be a closed oriented C” manifold of dimension N, whose 
fundamental group G has finite order p. Let fi be the universal covering 
manifold of &I, on which G acts as a group of orientation preserving 
transformations without fix points. 
The differential structure on &l provides natural analogues to each of 
the concepts entering into the definition of Reidemeister torsion. 
Instead of the chain complex C(R), we consider the space 9 = C SSq 
of Cm complex valued differential forms on a, with the exterior 
differential operator d. According to de Rham’s theorem the cohomology 
of 9 under d corresponds to the cohomology of C(R), hence by the 
duality theorem to the homology of C(R). 
In order to choose a preferred base for 9, we will assume that M has a 
Riemannian metric. Then @ is also Riemannian, and the transformations 
in the group G are isometries. The metric defines a duality * between .9g 
and ZBNPn , in which 
is a euclidean inner product on 9. (For more complete definitions, see 
[3], for instance.) With this inner product, we can pick an orthonormal 
base of 9 as preferred. 
We will in fact choose a particular orthonormal base. Let 
6 = (_ 1 )Na+N+l*d* 
be the dual of the differential d: 
(4 $4 $9 = (94 NJ). 
The Laplacian on 9 is the second order differential operator 
A = -dS - 6d; 
607/4/2-3 
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A is symmetric and negative on g, and we can choose [3] an orthonormal 
base (4) of 9 consisting of eigenforms of d: 
04 = -Xc+, h >, 0. 
Denote by b(h) = x d,(h) the finite dimensional space of eigenforms of 
the value -A. 
Next consider the action of the group G. Since g E G is an isometry of 
ti, it defines an isometry of 9 which commutes with the Laplacian. Let 
w be a representation of G in the complex numbers of modulus one. Then 
the map 1 -- 
QJ#J =; 1 4?)& 
g-3 
is the orthogonal projection of 9 onto the space 93(w) = C 9&w) of 
forms 4 satisfying 
g+ = 43 4, g E G. 
Since Sz, and A commute, Qn, projects the eigenspace $(A) onto its inter- 
section &(A, w) = C &,(A, UJ) with 9(w). 
Suppose K is a cell complex of M. The Hodge theorem provides an 
isomorphism between the space b(O) of harmonic forms on M and the 
homology group of the chain complex C(K). This isomorphism commutes 
with the action of G, and so yields an isomorphism between &‘(O, UJ) and 
the homology of C(w). W e will assume from now on that b(0, w) = (0). 
We are now in a position to write a formula similar to that for T, . 
If h > 0, the differential d maps &,(A, w) into the subspace 
of closed forms in 8’q+i(A, 0). Since 
d is onto, and is one to one with inverse -(l/h)6 on the subspace 
bg(h, OJ) = {# E I??,@, w) : 84 = O} 
of coclosed forms. Pick an orthonormal base (+“) for &;(A, w) in each 
dimension q. Then 
,#’ = $ d4” 
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defines an orthonormal base of &:+,(A, w), and provides us with a base 
for the “boundaries” as well as a preferred base for &‘(A, w). The deter- 
minant of the change of base is of course h-Nq12, where 
N, = N&t a) 
= dim c?~.+~(/\, w) 
= dim &,“(A, w), 
The image under the de Rham map of a form in 9&w) is a q-cochain, 
which Poincare duality maps into an element of the chain group C,,(w) 
of dimension N - q. Hence the determinant above corresponds to 
DN-&m) in the definition of Reidemeister torsion. What we want, then, 
is a formula which expresses a method of summing the series 
N-l 
- ,c, (- 1 )N-q+1 f N,& , w) log A, , 
fl.=l 
where A, runs through the eigenvalues of the Laplacian. Recall that we 
have assumed N&O, w) = 0. 
Note that the duality * in 9 gives an isomorphism between b:(h, w) 
and &‘h-,(A, w). Hence N&h, w) = NN+-i(X, o), and if N is even the 
series in question sums to zero in an obvious way. This agrees with the 
value of the Reidemeister torsion for a closed oriented manifold of 
even dimension [4]. 
There is a known summation method for our series, in terms of the 
zeta function of the elliptic operator Sd. Write 6d j 9:(w) for 6d acting on 
qo) = c b&i, , w). The zeta function of this operator is 
<(s; 6d 1 3:(w)) = trace(M 1 S~~(W))-~ 
= f N,(X, , w) A,“. 
n=1 
It is known (see [8], f or instance) that the series converges for Re s large 
and extends to a meromorphic function in the complex plane. For N odd, 
the zeta function vanishes at s = 0. 
The function Xps has the derivative -log X at s = 0. Formally, 
therefore, we have copied the definition of T,(M) for N odd if we set 
N-l 
T,(W = C (--1P W; hi I %(fw>>. 
Gf=O 
(4 
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We get a slightly different formula for T, by using the fact that 
dim E,“(h, w) = dim bL+,(h, w). This and the assumption that the 
harmonic forms all vanish imply that the zeta function for the Laplacian 
d on M satisfies 
Hence 
5(s; d I a&)) = 5(s; hi I q(u)) + &; ad I ~;-l(w)). 
(2’) 
Still another formula comes from writing a more explicit expression for 
the dimension N&X, w), as follows. Let (4) be an orthonormal base for 
the space b:(h) of coclosed forms belonging to the eigenvalue --X. Then 
using the projection 9, , 
iV,(X, W) = dim Q,b,“(h) 
=;ggoca trace& j b:(h)). 
Write, for each g in G, 
<(s; 6d j 9: , g) = trace(g(6d / 9,“))“) 
= $r Xi” trace(g j &(h,)). 
Again [(s; 6d 1 9;, g) is a meromorphic function of s, and 
N-l 
T,(M) = 1 (-Oqj 1 w(g) W; ad I Bn,” ,d. (3) 
q=o !Fc 
So far, the similarity between T, and T, is purely formal. However, 
for the lens space, we can calculate the spectrum of the Laplacian 
explicitly, and it turns out that 
TwGN-1) = Tw(LN-1). 
At the same time, we get a formula for T,(M) when M is the Clifford- 
Klein space &,-r/G, G now being an arbitrary finite group of fix point 
free rotations. The Reidemeister torsion has been used in classifying 
these manifolds [7], but the actual value of 7,(M) was neither needed 
nor given. 
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3. THE SPECTRUM OF THE LAPLACIAN ON S,,-1 
The eigenforms of the Laplacian on the sphere A&-r can be calculated 
explicitly from the Green function on R2N. For the case q = 0 of 
functions, the procedure is described in Chapter XI of [ 11. Our purpose in 
this section is to count the eigenvalues of the Laplacian; the result is 
given by formula (9) at the end of the section. 
Using Cartesian coordinates in R 2N, N 3 2, let A, be the double form 
A,(~, y) = 1 dxi’ A .a. A dxiq dyi’ A a-* A dyi”. 
il<...<i. 
The Green function on R2N is 
G,Jx, y) = (N4-;‘! / x - y I-2(N-1) A&x, y); 
5-f 
for + a smooth q-form with compact support, 
GA4 = JbPN G&Y> A *4(y) 
= (N -v 4~N 1 j”,, 1 x - y I-2(N-1)&l...i,(y) dy dxil A -a* A dxis 
satisfies 
where A,, is the Laplacian in R2N. 
Write,forr 20,~ 20, Ia/ < 1, 
(N - 2)! 
4*N / r2 + p2 - 2rpa l-2(--1) 
= i. (max(y, p))-2N-2n+2 (up)” P%(a), 
where P, is a polynomial of degree n. Setting r = 1 x 1, p = 1 y 1, 
Q: = (x * y)/rp, we have the expansion 
G&Y) = f (ma4 x I9 I Y l))-2N-2n+2 ff,,&, Y). 
n=0 
(4) 
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Hold x fixed; the form 
is harmonic in y, and is homogeneous of degree n + q: 
Ka,Q(X, tr) = tn+*fL.*(x, y). 
Such a form can be written as 
I) = p”+%+hl + p”+~-l dp A a,bz , 
where p = 1 y 1 and #i and & are q and q - 1 forms, respectively, on 
the sphere S,,-, . For # to be harmonic, z/& and & must satisfy on the 
sphere 
A& + (n + q)(n - q + 2N - 2) & = 2 d& , 
42 + (a + q - 2>(n - q + 2N) $2 = -2 WI . 
One family of solutions is obtained by taking #i and I+& to be eigenforms 
of the Laplacian, satisfying also S#, = d1,4s = 0. To get other solutions 
we may assume d#, = 0; then acting on the second equation by d will 
express A#, = d&,b, in terms of dt,b, and Ad& . Inserting this in the first 
equation, solving for I+!J~ , and substituting back into the second produces 
a fourth order equation for 4s which factors. Four families of solutions 
result, for which the harmonic form II, has the expressions 
e ?l.Q.l = P n+q ALQ 9 
en.q,2 = P”+~-~ dp A Gn,q-2 , 
en.gs3 = den+l,g-l.l 9 
e,, q,4 = p2N+2n-2 d(p-2N-2n+4e,-,,q-,,l). 
4 n,n is a coclosed eigenform of the Laplacian on S,,-i : 
4n.q = -(n + P>b -q+2N--2)4,,,, 
%,Q = 0. (5) 
When n = 0, the only solution of (5) is the constant harmonic function 
4 0,o on S2N--1. Our description above has left out the two harmonic 
forms dual to eo,o,l and e,,, ,4 . We will include them explicitly: 
e0,2N.2 = P2N-1 dp A 0, 
e1,2N-1,4 = P2Nv9 
where o is the volume form, of degree 2N - 1, on S,,-, . 
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IJet At .Q run through an orthonormal base of the coclosed eigenforms 
on the sphere, including the harmonic 2N - 1 form ZJ = &,,aNW1 . Then 
H,,,(x, y) can be expressed as a linear combination of the corresponding 
harmonic forms ga,,,,i(y). The coefficients c,,*,~(x) will of course depend 
on X; they will again be harmonic forms, homogeneous of degree n + q. 
In order to evaluate them, apply the Green function to a form of the type 
C(Y) =f(l Y I) %*,AY)* 
Distinct forms en,p,j are orthogonal over any sphere, and integrating the 
expansion (4) term by term yields 
x 1, (max(j x 1, ))-2N-2,3-2,2h’+2,-If(p) dp, 
where a, Q i is the integral of the normal component of en,q,j A *E~,,,~ 
over SaN-l’. Since the coefficient c%,~,~( ) . h x is omo eneous, computation g 
shows that, for 
4%$ = -4 
to hold, we must have 
(2N + 22 - 2) ~n,,,icn,,,&) = en.d4~ 
Thus finally 
fL&Y) = l i l - c %&> %,a.~(Y)* 2~7 + 2n - 2 j=l an,,,j (6) 
For each j, the sum is over an orthonormai base of the eigenforms 
occurring in the definition of e,,g,j . 
Now take coordinates 
xk = xZkFl + ix,, = rkeiek, k = l,..., N 
in R2h’. Rotation in the angles Ok is an isometry of S,,-, , and we can 
choose an orthonormal base of the eigenforms (b,,) which are also 
eigenforms under rotation: 
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where TV = (pi ,..., pN) for integers Pi, and p * 19 = C ~~0~. For each 
choice of n, q, and CL, let Mti,Q,u be the dimension of the space of eigen- 
forms of the type (7). Determination of the multiplicities Mn,n,u is clearly 
the key to calculating the value of T&5,,-,). 
Take points x, y in R2N with 
x = (Vk > &J, ; (P?J2 = 1, 
1 
Y = (Pk 3 o>, 
Y2 = 1 x I2 < 1. 
Using the obvious linear map which sends y into x to lift a form at x 
to one at y, we can define d(x) A *6(y). In particular 
AWLP (fij A *L,,w = eiuU.eyn,Q,u(P) * *Fw,ub>~ 
Integrate the normal component of this over the surface 
for 8 fixed: 
= eiu.e C 
= eiu.0(2,4-N 
= &92,7)-N 
Corresponding to this we have 
and applying the operation to (6) gives 
1 yn+q 
Mw(y) @ = 2N + zn _ 2 (&4N 11 
1 eiu4J 
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We want to apply the same operation to the Green function G&x, y). 
To do this, write 
4 = 4.N 
zzz c dxil A 
. . . A dxirdyil /\ . . . A 4% 
il< . ..<i. 
= AqsNvl + A,-l,N-l A (dx2N-1 dyBN-l + dx2N dy2N) 
+ A,-2,,-1 A (dx2N-1 A dx2N dy2N-1 A dy2N). 
Then, if B,,, is the coefficient of v in 
1 (dxil A . . . ,, dxia) ,, * (dyil ,, . . . ,, drip), 
$<“.<i, 
the above gives 
B q,N = &,~-l + 2 COS 4,4-1,N-1 + r2B,-,,,-I . 
It is convenient to express B,,, b y  means of the generating function 
fN(U, 4 = : (-UP %N 
q-0 
= fj (1 + uv - 2ar cos e,> 
=f(ur; 19). 
Thus we have from the expansion (4) of the Green function 
F(u, r; 0) = ‘f (-u>” f  h&Jr, 0) 
q=o n=0 
= (N4yN2’!f(~) I,,,, dv, (1 + 12 - 2r $ pk2 cos Bk)PrN-l), 
where the volume elemknt dv, on the surface 1 p ] = 1 is given by the 
normal component of p1 -a- pN dpl A a** A dpN . Write 
2N-2 
@(u, r; e) = C (-u)q f  m C eiu’eM,,n,u . 
q=O n=1 !.i 
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Remembering that MO~O,O = MO,a,-,,O = 1, we have from (8) 
(1 - ar) (1 - +) @(a, r; e) + 1 + u2N - $0. + .2”-1) 
= 2(2n) “r-N+“+(+,r;B) 
= 2N-1(N - l)!f(u)(l - r”) I,,,=, dw, (1 + r2 - 2r tpk2 cos 8k)-N 
To summarize, the generating function @ of the multiplicities Mn,n,U 
of the eigenforms q5n,Q given by (5) and (7) is 
1 - r2 N 1+u2 
----l-I i 
- 2a cos I& 1 + u2N - r(u + uzN-l) 
= (1 _ @) ( 1 _ 4) 1 1 + r2 - zr cos ek - I l-r2 . 
4. COMPUTATION OF Z’w(L2N--1) 
Let g be a rotation of period p of the sphere S,,-, , and pick complex 
coordinates z1 ,..., z, as before so that 
gz, = e2niv~ip~k , k = l,..., N. 
Suppose that each integer uk is relatively prime to p, so that identification 
of points of S,,-, under g produces the lens space L,,-,(g). 
We will compute Tw(LZNPI(g)) using formula (3). This has the 
advantage that we have free of charge the value of T, for the more 
general Clifford-Klein space A’,,-,/G, where G is an arbitrary finite 
group of rotations of S,,-, without fix points. 
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According to (7), 
~2w(s;w%,g) 
2N-2 
= ,Fa (-I)9 gl ((n + q)(n - q + 2N - 2))-” c e2nic“~“)‘PWw,u 
II 
= (+))-2 /7-l & 1: @(l _ u))s-l du e-2(N-l)t(l-u) @(&l-2u), e-t, ?I. 
CD is the generating function given by (9), and with a little manipulation 
e-2w-lwuqet(l-2u), e-t, 0) 
sinh t 
I?(1 - 
2 sinh tu sinh t(1 - U) 





2 sinh tu 2 sinh t(1 - u) 
= $l (cash :i”” fos t& - l! 
+~2(-Y1( 2 sinh tu sinh t(1 - u) +-I sinh t 1 
x c (ii sinh t 
kl<..-<k, j=l cash t - COS 6kj 
+ e- (2N-l)tu e-(2N-l)t(l-u) 
2 sinh tu ’ 2 sinh t(l - u) 
= m 4 + 5 M, 11, 4 + f&t, 4. 
n=2 
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The termsf,(t, U) which are independent of 8 represent contributions 
to the zeta function which are independent of the group element g. Since 
for a non-trivial character w of G, 
these terms vanish in the calculation of T, . 
For n > 2, if 8, # 0, k = l,..., N, since 
j: Ml - uY1 ( 
sinh tu sinh t(l - U) 
> 
+i 
sinh t du < Kltn-1 
for s > 0, and 
sinh t 
cash t - cos 0, 
(T(s>)-~ jr t2S-1 dt 1: (~(1 - u))“-l du&(t, u, 0) 
defines a function of s which is analytic for s > 0 and has a trivial zero 
of order two at s = 0. 
If n > 2, and 19~ = 0, k = l,..., N, the second bound above fails. 
But we can write in this case 
&(t, u, 0) = (-])“-I (* sinh yytt(l - 4 )n-l(;)(( ,o;ly 1 )” - 1) 
= (+-l(yj *Ml ; G-l + O(t2) 
as t tends to zero. Thus for Re s > 1, 
g(s) = 1,” t2S-1 dt 1: (~(1 - ~))~-l duf,(t, u, 0) 
= j,” p-1 j; (~(1 - u))“-’ duf,(t, u, 0) 
+ j: F-1 j: (41 - UN”-’ du (Mt, u, 0) 
_ (-l)n-l (f) *(4uu t w-1) 
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The second expression gives the continuation of g to a function which 
is analytic at s = 0. The corresponding contribution (F(s))-2g(s) to the 
zeta function thus has derivative zero at s = 0. 
We are let with only f,(t, 0) t o consider. Thinking of g as rotation in 
R2N > we have 
2rjv, 
trace(gj) = 2 : cos p. 
k=l 
Then 
f(s; g) = (F(s))-z 1,” P-l dt j: (~(1 - u))+l du fi (f, 9) 
= PGW j,” P-’ dt ‘jl ( cash t sl”,“,; 2mYk,P - 1) 
P-l dt 2 t f e-nt cos - 
27mVk 
k=ln=l P 
= il n--2s trace(gn) 
=g 
trace(gj) f (nmp +j)-zs 
?Z=O 
=z trace(gj)(mp)-“” 5(2s, j/mp) 
= 2Aq2s) + y 
j=l 
trace(gWW2 !j (5(2s, iimp) + 5(2s, 1 - jjmp)), 
where [(s, u) is the classical zeta function of Hermite [9, Ch. 131 and 
5(s) = [(s, 1) is the Riemann zeta function. It is known that, for 
O<a<l, 
go, a) + go, 1 - a) = 0 
(‘(0, u) + [‘(O, I - a) = log r(u) ;: - u, 
= -4 log(2(1 - cos 274) 
= -log / eznia - 1 I. 
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It remains to average over the group G. Suppose the order of G is 
p, = mp, let w be a representation of G in the complex numbers of 
modulus one, and write for j = l,..., p, , 
Then 
k&(w) = k J$G w(g) trace(gj). 
g 
(10) 
= - j$l &J) log 1 P’Q - 1 I. (11) 
For the lens space, if G is generated by a rotation g having angles 
27TuJp, K = I,..., N, and if the representation maps g into the root 
w = w(g) of one, then Ai = 1 if for some k = I,..., N 
and vanishes otherwise. Hence formula (11) gives the value (1) of 
T,(L~~-~) in this case. 
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